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                                                                              Arabah-el-Madfuna. 
                                                                                            Nov 4th 1936          
                                      
Dear Mother. 
 
          The apples have arrived. I had  
not told Amice anything about them, so  
they were a great surprise, the winter nalissic{nelis} 
pears were all ripe & we had to eat them up  
quickly, the doyen-de-comicesic {Doyenne du Comice}were all dead  
rotten & had to be thrown away. wasntsic it  
a shame, but the apples were all a lovely  
golden colour, & we are now enjoying them,  
of course I gave some to the men, & send/<t>  
some to Betty Oulton, Nannie has made  
apple pie, they cook perfectly, when I gave  
one to little Mahmud he called down  
Allah’s blessing upon the garden & prayed  
that it may be increased to double its size!!  
<(I added “Allah forbid”!)> 
           
          I have settled down to work  
again, it is very hot here, & we are getting  
up at 5·30 to take advantage of the best  
part of the day. there was a very high Nile  
this summer & the floods have not quite  
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subsided yet, so we are being rather  
bothered with mosquitoes. 
 
          I was sorry to hear the news  
about Patssic aunt, it must have been a  
dreadful upset for them all, though it  
was a mercy her illness was not prolonged  
please give Pat my love & my sympathy to  
them all 
 
          As the Safety First maps are of  
a convenient size for posting you might  
enclose them in one of your letters, we  
might have some fun trying to find out  
all the mistakes. 
 
          Nannie seems very well. she  
was very glad to have her new overalls  
that were in the apple box, as her others  
were in rags, all the clothes that were  
in the box were damp from the rotten  
pears, but they very quickly dried when we  
hung then out, & they were not stained in  
any way as they were so protected with paper 
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and packing. Amice has bagged the box  
to keep her boots & shoes in, & will probably  
use it to transport some of her things to  
Lower Nash. 
 
          Sheikh Jed el Karim came to visit  
me, I am starting my lessons next Friday.  
We have three new Soudani,ssic one is a Hajj  
that is a Moslem who has made the pilgrimage  
to Mecca, this one has been twice so is  
extra holy. Sardic’s donkey has got a  
baby a few weeks old, it was brought to  
visit us, of course we simply adored it,  
it was quite friendly & sucked my fingers,  
his dog’s latest puppy came also. 
 
          Sardic’s wife was to have <had> twins this summer  
but something went wrong, & they came too  
soon, so she lost them. fortunately she  
is very well, so are the rest of the family. 
 
          Lots of love to you & Father        
          your affectionate daughter 
          Myrtle.  
 
Love from Amice  
 


